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NEW QUESTION: 1
A travel company built a web application that uses Amazon
Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) to send email notifications
to users. The company needs to enable logging to help
troubleshoot email delivery issues.
The company also needs the ability to do searches that are
based on recipient, subject, and time sent.
Which combination of steps should a solutions architect take to
meet these requirements? (Select TWO.)
A. Use Amazon Athena to query the logs in Amazon CloudWatch for
recipient, subject, and time sent.
B. Use Amazon Athena to query the logs in the Amazon S3 bucket
for recipient, subject, and time sent.
C. Create an Amazon SES configuration set with Amazon Kinesis
Data Firehose as the destination. Choose to send logs to an
Amazon S3 bucket.
D. Enable AWS CloudTrail logging. Specify an Amazon S3 bucket
as the destination for the logs.
E. Create an Amazon CloudWatch log group. Configure Amazon SES
to send logs to the log group.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

B
C
A
D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Wireless Transport Layer Security Protocol (WTLS) in the
Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) stack provides for security:
A. Between the WAP content server and the WAP client
B. Between the Internet and the content server
C. Between the WAP gateway and the content server
D. Between the WAP client and the gateway
Answer: D
Explanation:
Transport Layer Security (TLS) provides for security between
the
content server on the Internet and the WAP gateway. (Answer
"Between the WAP gateway and the content server" is, thus,
incorrect.) Similarly, WTLS provides security between the WAP
mobile device (client software) and the WAP gateway. Since WAP
cannot interface directly with the Internet, all WAP
information has
to be converted to HTTP in the WAP gateway to enable it to
exchange
information with the Internet content servers. The simple block
diagram illustrates these concepts.
Exhibit:
image024
A vulnerability occurs since data encrypted with wireless
protocols
has to be decrypted in the WAP gateway and then re-encrypted
with the Internet protocols. This process is reversed when data
flows
from the Internet content servers to the WAP client. Thus, the
information is vulnerable while it is in the decrypted state on
the WAP gateway. This condition is known as the WAP Gap. In
order to address this issue, the WAP Forum has put forth
specifications that
will reduce this vulnerability and, thus, support e-commerce
applications.
These specifications are defined in WAP 1.2 as WMLScript
Crypto Library and the WAP Identity Module (WIM). The
WMLScript Crypto Library supports end-to-end security by
providing
for cryptographic functions to be initiated on the WAP client
from

the Internet content server. These functions include digital
signatures originating with the WAP client and encryption and
decryption of data. The WIM is a tamper-resistant device, such
as a smart card, that cooperates with WTLS and provides
cryptographic operations during
the handshake phase.
The WAP Forum is also considering another alternative to
providing
the end-to-end encryption for WAP. This alternative, described
in
WAP specification 1.3, is the use of a client proxy server that
communicates authentication and authorization information to
the wireless network server.
*Answer "Between the Internet and the content server" is
incorrect since the content server is on the Internet side of
the communication and answer "Between the WAP content server
and the WAP client" assumes a direct interface between the
content server and the client without going through the
necessary Internet and wireless protocols.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You work as a database administrator at ABC.com. You study the
exhibit carefully. Exhibit:
You issue the following SQL statement:
Which statement is true regarding the execution of the above
query?
A. It produces an error because the TO_NUMBER function must be
used to convert the result of the NULLIF function before it can
be used by the NVL2 function.
B. It produces an error because the AMT_SPENT column contains a
null value.
C. It displays a bonus of 1000 for all customers whose
AMT_SPENT equals CREDIT_LIMIT, or AMT_SPENT is null.
D. It displays a bonus of 1000 for all customers whose
AMT_SPENT is less than CREDIT_LIMIT.
Answer: C
Explanation:
The NULLIF Function The NULLIF function tests two terms for
equality. If they are equal the function returns a null, else
it returns the first of the two terms tested. The NULLIF
function takes two mandatory parameters of any data type. The
syntax is NULLIF(ifunequal, comparison_term), where the
parameters ifunequal and comparison_term are compared. If they
are identical, then NULL is returned. If they differ, the
ifunequal parameter is returned.
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